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Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Library JournalThe Project Physics Course: ReaderProject PhysicsText and HandbookAn Introduction to PhysicsPopular Science
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory of United States Government periodicals and subscription publications;
September issue includes List of depository libraries; June and December issues include semiannual index
Peter Gourfain emerged on the New York art scene in the 1960s showing minimalist sculpture. Since the 1980s his work has
become figurative, expressionist, personal, and socially engaged. Many of Gourfain's terracotta reliefs, large-scale urns, cast
bronzes, woodcarvings, prints, and paintings deliver specific messages about political and social issues, often of universal
importance. Gourfain's carved homage to Michael Stewart, an African American art student from Brooklyn who died from a
beating, allegedly by eleven NYPD officers, presents a tragic story with an important message. A chronicler of our times, Gourfain
portrays the human struggle and makes vivid comment on social injustice in America. His 1994 large-scale bronze sculpture
"Powerful Days" features images from milestones in African American history. His dramatic narratives also often weave in themes
and songs from the work of James Joyce, exemplified by the 1990 woodblock print "Finnegan's Wake." Trained at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, Gourfain has exhibited his work at the Brooklyn Museum, Guggenheim Museum, Museum of Modern
Art, and the Jewish Museum in New York, among others. The Elvehjem (now Chazen) Museum's exhibition is the first major
showing of Gourfain's work since a presentation at the Brooklyn Museum in 1987. Distributed for the Chazen Museum of Art,
University of Wisconsin–Madison
Ecological roots of our toubled time are deeper than its economic manifestations. Anguished posterity will look back on this 21st century as
the bottleneck century. Bottleneck: Humanitys Impending Impasse was written to show how and why three converging trends have put
humankind in much deeper peril than is generally acknowledged. First, there are many more of us inhabiting this planet than it can sustain.
Second, technological advances of recent centuries have made gigantic and prodigal our per capita resource appetites and our per capita
environmental impacts. Third, even though, as the symbol-using species, we humans conceivably could do better at anticipating future
circumstances and planning ahead, our evolutionary heritage together with unanticipated dysfunctions of modern division of labor have kept
us too preoccupied with short-term concerns. People today are dependent upon a fantastically intricate web of exchange relations (the
market). Even when functioning normallyand not in a collapsed condition, as currentlythis system of relations has a serious and pervasive
dehumanizing effect not adequately discerned by economists nor sociologists. Recognition of and adequate adaptation to the deteriorating
ecological context of human life has been impeded. Human societies (even our own) are almost certainly going to act in ways that will make
an inevitably difficult future unnecessarily worse. Factors analyzed in this book have made people seriously averse to the kind and extent of
cooperation our difficult future will require. Together with the basic trio of disturbing trendshumans having become so numerous, so ravenous,
and so short-sightedthis has made the nature of todays human prospect far more dire than most policymakers dare admit. It tempts even the
wisest and most civic-minded to seek or promote remedial policies that will worsen the real predicament.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science
and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
Presents a collection of the author's works, which deal with such topics as grief, ordinary objects, illness, and memory.
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